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To cover ... 

• Brief reprise of context 

• Devolution debate 

• Timetable  



Financial context 

Real terms cuts 2010/11 to 2018/19 

£billion % change 

Total spend 28.3 3.8 

Debt interest 22.5 46.9 

Pensions 11.7 11.2 

Other Social security 5.4 5.6 

Public service pensions 7.8 160.3 

Other spending pressures 6.7 8.3 

Total cut in DEL 82.2 20.4 

Unprotected services 36.6 



... but it could be more 
• By end of 2013/14 only 36% of DEL cuts in current spend have been 

made 

• Spending figures above don't take account of: 

• Public sector cost of ending contract out of NIC - £3.3b pa 

• Dilnot - c£1b pa 

• Child care policy (£0.4b pa) and free school meals (£0.8b) 

• Ending cap on HE student numbers (£0.7b) 

• Tax income assume that excise fuel duty will rise with inflation bringing 

in £4.2b but no Govt has managed to deliver that 

• 1% increase in interest rates adds £15b to cuts needed 

• Pressure for tax reductions in run up and post election 

• Risks in tax receipts - 300,000 top earners pay 27.5% of all income tax 

and that's 7.5% of all tax receipts 



Key issues: 

• Council tax system is moribund 

• Grant neither funds need nor enables Councils to be 

self sufficient 

• Incentives are poorly aligned with policy objectives 

• Inadequate resources to maintain sustainability 

• Many councils ambition to improve their place 

themselves heighten by Scottish debate 



Devolution 
• Heightened focus because of Scottish debate 

• Consensus to devolve but difference between devolving delivery and 

decisions 

• Strong (schizophrenic?) views on "right" to be funded to meet local 

needs and ability to keep gains from e.g. improving the economy 

• We have a hybrid solution now that is still too centralist but doesn't 

deliver the dependency drug 

• Can we change from a belief in dependency to a belief in self-

determination and control? 

• Exploring the idea of a "Barnett" formula for English Regions  



Scale of devolution 
• Do we want devo-max for English regions or something more 

modest? Spending and tax (at least assigned tax)? 

• General agreement that skills and employment including e.g. 

work programme should be at local level. 

• ResRepublica report suggests all spend in Greater Manchester 

(as 1st place) controlled locally 

• Some Commissioners think some services have to be provided 

to minimum standard across England, and Government centrally 

continue to fund 

• In particular that welfare support systems should be national  



The end ... 

• Or actually the beginning of debate 

• Interim report comes out October asking for views 

on options 

• Final report in January (hopefully) 


